Interest in bay scallop conservation has resulted in organized stock enhancement 6 efforts and increased attention to fisheries management issues. Genetic markers can 7 facilitate the monitoring of enhancement efforts, characterization of wild populations, and 8 optimize hatchery practices. We have identified eight polymorphic simple sequence 9 repeat markers including one dinucleotide repeat, six trinucleotide repeats and one 10 compound dinucleotide repeat, in expressed sequence tags generated from multiple bay 11 scallop cDNA libraries. The numbers of alleles range from 2 -5. The expected and 12 observed heterozygosities range from 0.093-0.720 and 0.095-0.600, respectively. 13 (Table 1) . Pairwise tests for linkage disequilibrium were also performed using 55
offspring into the wild (Arnold 2001) . The aim of this work was to identify genetic 24 markers that could be used in evaluating stock enhancement efforts. These same markers 25 will also aid in characterizing population dynamics of native populations and assist 26 aquaculture operations efficiently manage stocks. 27
In order to identify genetic markers, bay scallop expressed sequence tags (ESTs) 28
were screened for simple sequence repeats (SSRs). This approach has been used 29 successfully across several taxa, and is prevalent in the field of plant genomics (i.e. (Table 1) . Pairwise tests for linkage disequilibrium were also performed using 55
FSTAT. Sequencial Bonferroni corrections were applied for all multiple tests. 56
Primers were designed for 29 SSRs, of which 8 were not easily amplified, 13 57 were monomorphic, and 8 were polymorphic. The eight polymorphic SSRs identified 58 include one dinucleotide repeat, six trinucleotide repeats and one compound dinucleotide 59
repeat. The numbers of alleles range from 2 -5. The expected and observed 60 heterozygosities range from 0.093-0.720 and 0.095-0.600, respectively. The reduced 61 heterozygosity and departure from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at locus GL23, suggests 62 the presence of null alleles. Further, tests for null alleles using Micro-checker were only 63 significant at GL23. There is no linkage disequilibrium between any loci, including two 64 pairs of loci located within single ESTs (GP340:GP63 and C1831:C1832). The p-values 65 resulting from tests of linkage disequilibrium for G340-GP63 and C1831-C1832 are 66 0.21071 and 0.42857 respectively; the adjusted p-value is 0.001786. Using NCBI 67
BLASTn analysis, two sequences were identified in GenBank (accession numbers 68 AY485259 and AY496639) having homology with loci G340 and GP63. 69
